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SUMMARY OF IW&O GUST VELOCITIES OBTAINED

FROM MEAWWMENTS WITHIN TEUNWRSTORMS

By H. B. Tolefson

This paper presents the available data on the derived gust veloci-
ties in thunderstorms for altitudes up to 34,000 feet. The gust-velocity
measurements were obtained from investigationsmade by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in the vicinity of Langley Field, Vs.,
in 1941 and 1942 and from the operations of the thunderstorm project in
1946 and 1947. The derived gust velocities were obtained from the previ-
ously evaluated effective gust velocities through use of a conversion
factor that is a function of airplane characteristics and altitude. The
results indicate that the intensity of the derived gust velocities in
thunderstorms is essentially constant for altitudes up to about
20,000 feet and that an approximate 10-percent reduction in
occurs as altitude is increased from 20,000 to 30,C00 feet.
apply to the data available for both convective and frontal
storms.

INTRODUCTION

the intensity
These results
types of

A revised gust-load formula with a new gust or alleviation factor
(ref. 1) has been adopted for use in gust studies in order to account,
in part, for the variations with altitude of the airplane response to
gusts. The new gust factor is based on airplane mass ratio and on a
gust profile representedby a one-minus-cosine curve whereas the previ-
ous alleviation factor was based on airplane wing loading and on a
linesr-gradient gust profile. The gust velocities obtained in evalu-
ating flight measurements of the airspeed and vertical acceleration of
an airplane by use of the revised formula we called the.derived gust
velocities and correspond to the maximum equivalent velocity for the
assumed gust profile; the gust velocities previously obtained, the so-
call.edeffective gust velocities, represented only a fraction of this
velocity. The derived gust velocities are accordingly numerically
larger for the same turbulence than the effective gust velocities. The
ratio of the derived to the effective gust velocities would also differ
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2 NACA TN 3538

for the ssme turbulence at different altitudes since the airplane mass
ratio is a function of air density.

Since the revised gust-load formula is now being used in the routine
evaluation of gust data, the large amounts of effective-gust-velocity
data available fromV-G records on civil transport airplanes from 1933
to 1950 were converted to derived gust velocities and are sunmmrized in
reference 2. Examples of the more detailed d&ba on the derived gust
velocities obtained from VGH records taken during scheduled airline
operations are given in reference 3.

b addition to these data for routine airline operations, a large
amount of data on the effective gust-velocities is also available from
special NACA flight investigations of thunderstorms. The effective gust
velocities obtained from the earlier thunderstorm investigations in the
vicinity of Iamgley Field, Vs., in 1941 and 1942 are presented in refer-
ence 4. Psrts of the data on the effective gust velocities obtained
from the larger scale operations of the thunderstomn project in 1946
snd 1947 are presented in references 4 to 9, although the complete gust
data for this investigation have not been published. This paper converts
aJJ_the available data on the effective gust velocities in thunderstorms
to derived gust velocities and sumnsrizes the results in a form suitable
for gust-load studies. Jh presenting the reevaluated data, particuMr
attention is given to the question of the variation with altitude of the
derived gust velocities in thunderstorms.

SYMJ301S

A aspect ratio

a slope of wing lift curve, per radian

an normal acceleration, g units

E mean wing chordy

g acceleration due

K gust

% , gust

M Mach

s

alleviation

ft

to gravity, ft/sec2

factor (function of W/S)

factor (function of Kg)

number

area, sq ft

“’
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derived gust velocity, , fps

PoaVe~

2qw/s
effective gust velocity,

PoaVeK’ 0s

equivalent airspeed, fps

airplane weight, lb

airplane mass ratio, *
pgaE

mass density of air, slugs/cu ft

mass density of air at sea level, slugs/cu ft

SCOPE OF DATA

The scope of the data is summarized in table I in terms of the
flight miles traveled during the recording of gust data at various alti-
tudes within thunderstorms.

Most of the thunderstorms representedby the data for the 1941-42
investigation in the vicinity of Langley Field, Vs., resulted from
convective activity. The bulk of these flight data recorded within the
active portions of the storms was tsken at altitudes from about 10,000
to 30,0~ feet. For altitudes above 30,000 feet, a total of 117 flight
miles was actually recorded. As indics,tedby the mileage values in
tsMe I, however, only 54 miles were associated with th~derstormsj the
remainder represented clear-ti turbulence and cirrus-cloud conditions.
In order to be consistent with previous analysis of data from this inves-
tigation, the results obtained both for the total of 117 miles and for
the 54 miles within thunderstorms are considered in the subsequent
analysis of the derived-gust velocities for the highest altitudes. A con-
siderable nuniberof the records for altitudes below 10,000 feet were
taken in some of the lower intensities of turbulence in small cumuliform
clouds or in clear air in the vicinity of these clouds, but the large
variety of weather conditions represented precluded an accurate breakdown
of the records to include only thunderstorms. The data for the lowest
altitude range for the 1941-42 flights sre
toward the less turbulent conditions. The
evaluated from the flight records for this
reference 4.

accordingly biased somewhat
effective gust velocities
investigation sxe given in
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The data for the
the operations of the

investigations in 1946 and 1947’were

NACA TN 3538

obtained from
thunderstorm project in Florida and Ohio (ref. 5).

The thunderstorms were caused primsrilyby convective activity for the
1946 investigation-inFlorida, while squalL-line and frontal-type storms
were also represented by the 1947 investigation in Ohio. The records
for the 1946 investigation contained a small amount of flight distance
in clear-air turbulence in the hnediate vicinity of the thunderstorms.
For the 1947 investigation, howe,ver,only the portion of records taken
within the cloud could be determined. Parts of the data on the effec-
tive gust velocities for these tests are given in references 4 to 9.

The investigationsmade in the vicinity of Langley Field in 1941
and 1942 as well as the operations of the thunderstorm project in
1946 and 1947 represent surveys through thunderstorms which developed
to altitudes between about 25,~0 feet and 45,~0 feet. Although in
most cases the intention was to make the surveys at the time of maxi-
mum thunderstorm intensity, all stages of cloud development are included
in the tests. The results from the flights summarized in table I can be
used, therefore, to give only an overalJ
the turbulence in the storms in relation
not in relation to such factors as cloud
processes within the clouds.

METHOD OF CONVERSION

indication of the variation of
to altitudes above sea level and
height or the state of the physical

AND RESULTS

From the definition of Ue and Udel it may be seen that the two
gust velocities differ only in regard to the factors K and ~. The
effective gust velocities may accordingly be converted to derived gust
velocities simply by the relation

The large number of effective gust velocities evaluated from the
thunderston investigationswere available in the form of cumulative
frequency distributions of effective gust velocities above a thresh-
old of 4 feet per second for given altitude ranges. Rather than con-
verting the individual values of the effective gust velocity to derived
gust velocities by the previous relation, the work was simplified con-
siderably by converting the distribution for each altitude to a distri-
bution of derived gust velocities. Check calculations indicated that
this simplification introduced only very small errors in the resulting
distributions of derived gust velocities. An average value of the ratio
K/
%

was determined for each altitude from the values of K previously
use in the evaluation of effective gust velocities and from the values -,,
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of Kg computed for individual thunderstorm traverses. Minor variations
occurred in the ratio K& for separate traverses within a given alti-

tude ramge because of slight variation in Mach number, altitude, or
airplane weight; however, for both the 1941-42 and the thunderstorm-project
data, the variatio~ from the average were less than 1 percent for about
90 percent of the cases and none were greater than about 3 percent. The
pertinent values of Mach number, Mach nmber correction to the lift-curve
slope, mass ratio, and gust factors for each altitude ramge are given in
table II.

h the originsl calculations for the effective gust velocities for
the 1941-42 investigation, no correction was made for the effect of com-
pressibility on the lift-curve slope. TnasMuch as most subsequent gust
work, including the evaluation of the effective gust velocities for the
1946-47 operations of the thunderstorm project, included the usual cm-
pressibil.ityfactors, this additioti correction was made to the lift-curve
slope for the 1941-42 data in order to place all results on a consistent
basis. As noted in table 11, this correction increased the lift-curve
slope from 1 to 4 percent for the 1941-42 investigation for altitudes
from 5,000 to 34,000 feet.

The cumulative frequency distributions of derived gust velocities
are shown in figure 1 for the different altitudes of the 1941-42 investi-
gation and the thunderstorm-project investigation. It will be noted in
the figure that the gust-velocity intervals for each set of data vary
somewhat between the different altitudes because of the differences in
the ratio K/Kg. Figure lal.so indicates some scatter in the plotted
points for the higher gust velocities at some altitudes because of the
smsll number of the larger gusts. The dropoff in the gust freqyency at
the lowest gust velocity in some cases is due to incomplete evaluation
of all gusts near the threshold value. “The trendof the data in all
imtances, however, is very nearly linear, and a straight line was
faired,through each set of data to represent the distribution.

In order to obtain basic distributions of derived gust velocity in
a form suitable for other studies, the nunbers of gusts within common
class intervals of 5 feet per second were obtained from the curves in
figure 1. The results are tabulated in table III for the flight altitudes
of each data sample. The flight mileage representedby each distribution
is also given in table III for completeness.

The distributions of table III or figure 1 cannot be used directly
foh comparing the gust velocities for the different investigations or
for the different altitudes because each distribtiion represents a
different flight mileage. In order to provide a common basis for such
comparisons, the cumulative frequency W.stributions of figure 1 were
dividedby the pertinent flight mileage in table Ito obtain the nuuiber
of gusts greater than given values per mile of flight. These results
are shown in figure 2.

. . . .--— —--- .—- .. ——— .— .——— -—-—- —
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As a s@le measure of the relative intensity of the turbulence at
.

the different altitudes, the gust velocity which was exceeded on the aver-
age a given nuaiberof times per mile of flight was read from figure 2 for ~~
each of the flight altitudes. A frequency level (ordinate value of fig. 2)
of 0.04 gust per mile for the 1941-42 flights, 0.CX17gust per mile for
those of 1946, and 0.01 gust per mile for those of 1947 was selected in
order to obtain derived gust velocities of about 40 feet per second for
each investigation. The_results are plotted at the midpoint of each
altitude range in figure 3. The corresponding effective gust velocities
are also shown in figure 3 for comparison. Two points are shown in
figure 3 for the effective and derived gust velocities at the highest
altitude. The point on the right in each case is the value obtained
from figure 2(a) and represents only the data for the 54 miles of thunder-
storm flying. The point on the left was obtained by including the total
lJ7 miles of flight at this altitude and is shown in order to be consistent
with the results of reference 4, as has been discussed previously. A curve
has been faired through the points for the derived and effective gust velo-
cities to indicate an estimated overall variation in these quantities with
altitude. In fairing the curves, the data point for the lowest altitude
range (~,000 to 10,000 feet) for the 1941A2 investigationwas disregarded
because of the fairly Large proportion of data taken in clear air or smaller
clouds. The curves are dashed for altitudes above 28,030 feet because of
uncertainty of the results at the highest altitude.

DISCUSSION

Inspection of figure 2 indicates no consistent
in the mag&tude of the derived gust velocities for
tudes of each set of data if sltitudes below 10,~

or large variations
the different alti-
feet are neglected

in the 1941-42 investigation. For a frequency level correspond& to
the larger gust velocities, which are of primary interest from a loads
standpoint, figure 2 indicates that differences of about 7 to 7 feet per
second occur in the -tude of the derived gust velocities for the
different altitudes of each investigation. A comparison of the three
sets of distributions h figure 2 also indicates th@ the derived gust
velocities for the 1946 and 1947 thunderstorm investigationswere of
almost equal intensity, whereas the gust velocities for the 1941-42
investigationwere somewhat greater.

b addition to the obsemations from figure 2 on the intensity of
the turbulence at different altitudes, calculations were made to check
whether the differences noted between the distributions for the separate
altitudes resulted from differences in the turbtience intensities or
from random or s@,mplimgfluctuations in the data. These results, based
on a comparison of the confidence lhits for ea”chdistribution at a
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gust velocity of about ~0 feet per second, indicated that a scatter of

only about 1 foot per second would be ascribed to sampling errors. The
differences in the derived gust velocities of 5 to 7 feet per second at
the different altitudes accordingly reflect the differences in the tur-
bulence intensities.

A better indication of the magnitude of the derived gust velocities
measured at the separate altitudes in thunderstorms Q“ be’seen in
figure 3. Although the points scatter somewhat from altitude to alti-
tude, the overall trend of the data indicates that the values of the
derived gust velocities remain essentially constant for altitudes up to
about 20,000 feet and then decrease slightly at the higher altitudes.
On the basis of the faired curve in the figure, the magnitude of this
decrease is from about 39 feet per second at 20,(M0 feet to 35 feet per
second at 30,(X10feet, or a decrease of approximately 10 percent in
10,CX)Ofeet. Other similar plots were made to check this variation with
altitude at gust-velocity levels of about 20 and 30 feet per second.
These results indicated stistantially the same type of variation with
altitude as shown in figure 3.

A comparison of the derived gust velocities with the effective gust
velocities in figure 3 illustrates the effect of altitude on the
ratio K&. It wiJlbe noted from the figure that the effective gust
velocities are essentially constant with altitude, whereas the decrease
in the ratio K/Kg at the higher altitudes leads to the decrease in
derived gust velocities of about 10 percent from 20,W to 30,000 feet.

In an attempt to determine whether variations existed in the turbu-
lence intensities for different types of thunderstorms, the gust-velocity
measurements taken in convective types of storms were compared with those
taken in frontal types of storms for the 1947 investigation. Reference 5
indicated that five of the thunderstorms for which records were obtained
in 1947 were of convective origin. Ten thunderstorms were associated
with frontal activity, either squall-line or surface-front condition.
A comparison of the distributions of the derived gust velocity for the
convective types of storms with those for the frontal types of storms
indicated only negligible differences in either the overall intensity of
the turbulence or in the variation of the intensity with altitude. As
has also been noted in connection with figure 2, the overall intensity
of the turbulence for the convective types of storms investigated in 1946
was about equal to that for the combined convective amd frontal types of
storms investigated in 1947. These exaiuinations of the data accordingly
indicated no real variations between the derived gust velocities for the
two storm types.

.
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CONCLUSIONS

.

A study of the available data on the derived gust velocities within
thunderstorms indicates the following:

1. The intensity of the derived gust velocity which was exceeded a
given number of times per mile of flight wit~ thunderstorms remains
essentially constant for altitudes up to about 20,030 feet. An approxi-
mate 10-percent reduction in the intensity of the derived gust velocities
occurs as altitude is increased from 20,~ to about 30,~0 feet.

2. For the convective and fro~tal types of thunderstorms represented
by the data, no differences that could be ascribed to storm type were
indicated in either the overall intensity of the turbulence or in the
variation of the titensity with altitude.

Langley Aeronatiical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., July 27, 1955.

.
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T&BIXI

SCOPE OF DATA IN TERMS OF FLIGHT MILES TRAVELED

DURING RECORDING OF GUST DATA AT VARIOUS

ALTITUDES WITHIN THUNDERSTORMS

1941-42 investigation

Altitude, f%

5, mo to 10,mo

10,CX2Oto 15, (D

15, (MOto 20,000

20,m tO 25, mo

25, mo tO 30, m

30,000 to 34,000

Flight
miles

247

130

180

114

180

*

J-946 investigation

Altitude, f%

6,mo

11, mo

16,000

Z?l,mo

26,co0

Flight
miles

993

1,565

1,716

1,422

1,064

1947 investigation

KLtitude, i%

5,000

10, (M)

15,000

20,CQo

25,@O

l?light

miles

757

1,340

1,6I2

1,208

939

.
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TABLE II

Altitude, ft

5, mo to 10,000

10,OOO to 15, (XMI

15, a)o to 20,030

20,aIo tO 25, mo

25, cD0 tO 30, mo

30,020 to 34, (xlo

5,000 to 6,mo

10, (DO to 11,ooo

15,000 to 16, mo

20,Oco to a, (XIO

25, mo to 26, mo

VALUES USED FOR CALCULATIONS

Mach number

Flight
correction to
lift-curve

Mach slopej
number A+2

A=+2

Gust factors
Airplane

mass
ratio,

%
%3 K @%

0.17

.20

.23

.26

.29

.31

1941-42 investigation

1.010

1.015

1.020

1.030

1.035

1.040

18.7

23..6

27..5

32.1

37.7

44.0

0.23

.29

.31

.33

.34

1946-47 investigation

1.020

1.035

1.040

1.045

1.050

26.4

30.0

34.6

41.1

48.6

0.686

.718

.738

● 755

● 7P

.785

0.733

.748

.763

● 779

.793

1.078

1 ● 070

1.074

1.070

1.070

1.070

1.180

1.179

1.179

1.179

1.178

,.

1.57

1.50

1.46

1.42

1.39

1.37

1.61

1.58

1.54

1.51

1.49

-. _ .— _._— ..._. ..— _____ _ .—— .— —
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TABLEm
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1*142 hY06tigdi0n 1946 irm6tQ?M0n 1947 investigation

FTeqlemy of gusts at altitwle (ft) of -

5,mo Kl,m) l~,cml 20,C9M ‘25J#l yl,m
to to to to b 6,IX30
O,axl 15,CXI0m,m 25,UM 30,a30 34,m3

L,@s 635 8% 5P ‘$JQ 410 3,%0

w 25 376 249 qg 171 1,385

I&5 IJA 182 111 m 6’( m

47 ~ ill 46 46 26 l%f

14 B 37 19 m 10 74

4 9 18 9 8 3 27

2 4 8 3 4 3 IL

3 4 3 2 --- 4

--- -. 2 --- . --- 2

---- — 1 -. -- _- .-—

—-- . --- — .- . ----

2,640 l,LXI 1,no 1,OIL) l,Llo 69J 5,7W

247 130 lea 114 m 9 $93

5,CKMI 5,M!3 3,9.20

2,230 2,020 l,W

870 840 635

313 3* 245

117 ly 96

44 54 39

16 22 15

4
686

344

1 2 ...-

—-- -— ----

9,@ 8,6cn 6,mI

1,%5 I,@ 1?=

6,c133q,mo 10,m

2,570 b4m 3)7~

w w 1,495

342 210 ~~

I$?5 79 249

45 31 y3

17 E 40

6 5 ~

k 3 7

---- --- 2

—- ---- 2

-— ---- —.

4,(EIO2,2e3 6,200

1,064 757 1,34C

5,CKXI20,0W 25,@XI

4,W0 2,m 1,370

1,720 1,135 6x)

720 434 24)

3= 1~ ~3

ly3 p ~

57 29 m

25 M lc

U 9 3

423

#

2 l———

2 ----- ~

7,W0 4,70Q 2,45c

1,612 1,208 939
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Figure 3.- Derived and effective gust velocities exceeded on the average
a given n~er of ttis per tile of flight at various altitudes tithh
thunderstorms. (At the highest altitude, the test points on the left
of the curves represent 117 miles of.flight.)
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